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The seminar explains the TEE
method, and gives training on
how
to
lead
dynamic
discussions in a way that
develops leadership teams
within the church. There are
practical workshops on how
to set up a successful TEE
program.
The seminar takes four full
days and includes reading and
writing assignments as well as
an opportunity to practice the
TEE method of leadership
development.
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Ralph Winters, founder of the US
Center for World Missions,
claims that 95% of those who
need theological training cannot
get it because it is not accessible
to them. Theological Education
by Extension (TEE) makes
theological training accessible to
almost everyone.
This
special
method
of
leadership development was
developed
by
Presbyterian
missionaries
working
in
Guatemala in the 1960's. It was
so successful that within ten
years it was being used by 128
training
institutions
in
57
countries. Today it is being used
all over the world to strengthen
churches and build leadership.

Bob Sheffler, the seminar speaker,
served as a missionary for 32
years in western Africa in the field
of leadership development. He set
up a successful TEE program that
developed into the Christian
Leadership Training Institute. The
Institute supervises TEE classes in
four countries and is totally under
African leadership.
Bob has published 11 TEE
courses for the training of church
leaders. He is sharing his TEE
courses and expertise in TEE with
missions around the world to help
train the 95% who find theological
training inaccessible.

TEE is a low cost method to
develop leadership. Local church
leaders can be the teachers with
a small amount of training. Only a
small amount of supervision is
needed
to
administer
the
program once it is set up.
The TEE method of leadership
development combines three key
elements: special programmed
home study materials, dynamic
weekly discussion meetings and
practical work assignments.

